THE LION MAY BE KING OF THE JUNGLE, BUT SURELY THE HIPPO IS LORD OF THE LOWER LEVELS.

ITS NATURAL ENVIRONMENT IS A LUXURIOUS AROMATIC SWAMP.

AMIDST TREES, FOLIAGE, FELLOW ANIMALS, AND DENIZENS OF THE DEEP, THE HIPPO LURKS STALKING GRASS IN PRODIGIOUS QUANTITIES.

OCCASIONALLY A BIT OF EXCITEMENT BUBBLES UP.

THE HAPPY HIPPO

Indeed, the hippo is never happier than when it shares its inner essence with the world.

I don't know Tucker, maybe it's just not physically possible!

Nonsense Celine! We're close I can smell it!

I know these are the keys to capturing the acoustic aura of the mighty hippo.

An organic organ! A sonic shocker!

WIND IT UP VERY TIGHTLY.

Place the rubber bands through the washer.

Hook rubber bands around the hanger. You can tune the harmonizer with different washers and band size.

Set on the wound up rig and then shift your mass to release the harmony.

Oohh! Is it another wind instrument? You could say that.

Another interesting technique.

Dohh! I need a harmonizer. What mom?

That's just the sound of nature!

Use the pliers to cut and bend the hanger frame.

See the Turkey Daster flute how-toon for an introduction to wind instruments.